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Engaging Students in Online Discussion Boards
Natalie Pennington, PhD
Communication Studies

Teaching Practice
My teaching practice highlights ways to keep students
engaged in online discussion boards. I offer four tips that
have increased student participation in a productive way: 1)
rotating small groups, 2) two due-dates and assignments 3)
specific instructions on responding, and 4) I participate in
the discussion, too. For the first, students are rotated
weekly to ensure engagement with different views and
opinions over the course of the semester. Groups can be
randomly assigned in Canvas (also called WebCampus).
For the second, the discussion board due date is set for the
initial post, and I add a second, zero-point assignment that
hyperlinks back to the initial board for the response post.
For the third part, students are required to only post one,
substantive reply, that requires they reflect on
comprehensive similarities and differences in posts within
their group. Finally, I engage as well to help students think
more deeply on the topic(s) discussed and to help them
see connections across content in the course.

Evidence of Student Benefit
I have seen success in this practice through increased
participation in discussion boards that have produced
useful conversations to inform other assignments in the
course. Students have also voiced their appreciate in
course evaluations for the second due-date zero-point
assignment to help them remember to make a response
post. Students also report liking the discussion boards
more as they see them as helping them better make sense
of the application of concepts as the course proceeds.

Example Assignment

Adapting Across the University
This approach to discussion boards is comprehensive
and can be applied across a wide variety of classrooms.
Discussion boards are a great way to keep connected
and visible with students, particularly in asynchronous
courses. In methods courses this is a great fit,
especially in encouraging students to evaluate themes
across responses (e.g., qualitative analysis) or in
sharing tips and ideas for projects and measures. For
topic-based courses, the same criteria can apply. This
works best in classes with 20+ students to allow for the
switched-up groups and new ideas over the course of a
semester. I do not recommend having a discussion
board every week, but as a way to supplement and
build on other assignments in the course to assist in
comprehension of content.
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